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The optimal conditions for production of bimetallic plates
in asymmetrical hot rolling
D. Rydz
Faculty of Process & Material Engineering and Applied Physics
Technical University of Cz stochowa, Poland
In the elaborated of new the technologies for rolling of bimetallic plates there are many
problems both with ensuring a uniform strain distribution and producing a straight band as
well. The analysis of bimetallic plate production is a complex and difficult problem to solve
in a theoretical way. In the paper was presented a problem of hot rolling St36K+0H13J plates.
Computer analyses for asymmetrical rolling process has been performed in this work to
optimize the conditions for production of bimetallic plates. A Finite Element Method –
Forge2 program has been applied in the computer simulation.
1. INTRODUCTION
The design of new technologies of rolling bimetal sheets poses a lot of problems with
obtaining a uniform distribution of rolling reduction onto the layers and a straight band at the
exit from the roll gap. The analysis of bimetallic plate production is a complex and difficult
problem to solve in a theoretical way. The main reason is that layers of bimetallic band
deform non-uniformly [1÷3, 7]. Variety of the strain intensity is related to different properties
of bimetal components, which is strictly connected with their chemical composition. Different
chemical composition of the layers influences on their hardness that brings about bending of
the strip due to unequal state of stress over their its thickness. Industrial and a lot of
experimental research have proved that the ratio of strains in the layers can vary substantially
within the range of 0.57 - 1.3 [1, 2] (depending on the chemical compositions of welded steels
and rolling process parameters). A soft layer flows around a hard layer due to a higher degree
of deformation. As a result of its higher plastic properties, the soft layer undergoes greater
deformation, which manifests itself in its flowing around the hard layer. As a consequence of
the non-uniformity of deformation of the layers of two-layered sheet, the band bends on exit,
which may lead to a the damage of the rolling mill or its equipment. For this purpose, an
asymmetry of roll peripheral speeds is introduced. The asymmetry of roll peripheral speeds is
introduced to make the velocity of flow of layers in the plane of exit from the roll gap
uniform. The problem is, however, to determine a roll speed ratio (asymmetry factor) for
which a straight two-layered band will be obtained. In order to reduce the costs of
experimental investigations, these are often substituted with computer simulations of these
processes.
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2. AIM AND SCOPE OF NUMERICAL ANALYSES
A presented in the paper the process of rolling St36K+0H13J plates was considered both
numerically. The purpose of investigations carried out within the present study was to
determine the effect of roll peripheral speed asymmetry on the non-uniformity of deformation
of bimetal sheet layers. By appropriate selection of the roll speed asymmetry factor,
av = Vg/Vd or av = Dg/Dd, a straight bimetal band with a greater uniformity of distribution of
rolling reduction into band layers can be obtained [1, 2, 4, 5]. In the work considered
asymmetry of peripheral speed of roll. In fig. 1 presented schema of asymmetrical rolling of
bimetallic plate for av= VG/VD=1 (fig. 1a) where stripe bending at the exit roll gap and for
avopt= VG/VD<1 (fig. 1b) where obtained linear stripe at the exit roll gap.
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Figure 1. Schema of asymmetrical rolling of bimetallic plate a) av= VG/VD=1 b) avopt= VG/VD<1
For numerical examinations, the St36K steel was taken for the basic layer and the 0H13J
steel for cladding layer. The parameters of work-hardening curves for particular steels were
determined from their chemical composition. Computer simulations were performed for a
rolling temperature of 1000°C. The Treska solution enables intrinsic fixing of the position of the
neutral surface on the basis of the rolling process parameters. The problem of friction on the stripe
and rollers’ surface contact was simulated using the solution by Treska [8]:
τ = −m

where:
τ
σ0
m

σ 0 ∆V
3 ∆v

(1)

– vector of unitary friction forces,
– base plastifying strain,
– friction factor,
∆V/∆v – slide quantity parameter

The value of friction factor equal to 0.4 was assumed for computations. Computer
simulation was carried out based on the Forge2 program that enables any technological
processes to be accomplished within the flat state of deformation by using the rigid-plastic
and the elasto-plastic models. Forge2 programme is based on Finite Element Method [8]. It
makes it possible to analyse a lot of processes applying to symmetrical and asymmetrical
plastic working by numerical way. The elastic–plastic model was used for asymmetrical
process in this work. The bimetallic strip came into being from separately formed layers.
Diameter of the rolls was R=500 mm and the rolling speed 1.6 m/s. The bimetallic stripe thickness
was H= 12, 18 and 24 mm.
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The optimal value of asymmetry factor, for which a straight two-layered band was
obtained, is designated by avopt. During simulations of the process of rolling the hard layer
was in the lower part of the band, which resulted in it’s bending downwards. The
investigations were performed for ε=10%, 20% and 25% relative rolling reduction.

3. RESULTS OF COMPUTER SIMULATION
As a result of investigated calculations, the changes of band curvature ratio and of separate
bimetallic layers at the exit from the roll gap were obtained.
The results were used to find the optimal value of asymmetry ratio of the roll velocity av for
various band thickness and rolling reduction. The optimal value of asymmetry factor avopt, for
which a straight two-layered band presented in table 1.
Table 1
The optimal conditions for production of bimetallic plate St36K+0H13J in asymmetrical hot
rolling
H
[mm]

where:

ε

[%]

H/R

1/R’ – curvature of bimetallic plate
HM – initial thickness of basic layer
HT – initial thickness of plating layer

HT/HM

avopt

1/R’
[1/m]
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The band curvature was determined as 1/R’ reverse of radius curvature. On the basis of the
simulations, the lowest strip curvature was obtained. Fig. 2 ÷ 4 show the distribution of bimetallic
band curvature that depends on asymmetry ratio and relative rolling reduction.
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Figure 2. Distribution of bimetallic plate curvature for asymmetrical process rolling for
thickness layer ratio value of HT/HM=3/15
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Figure 3. Distribution of bimetallic plate curvature for asymmetrical process rolling for
thickness layer ratio value of HT/HM=6/12
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Figure 4. Distribution of bimetallic plate curvature for asymmetrical process rolling for
thickness layer ratio value of HT/HM=9/9
Above presented figures 2÷4 have proved that with increase of the hard layer ratio it is
necessary to introduce greater asymmetry of the rotational speed of the rolls. The optimal
value of the coefficient of asymmetry is value, which haves the lower value of the band
curvature. On the basis of presented distributions of the bimetallic plate curvature it can be
obtained that existence of meaningful influence of the layer thickness ratio HT/HM and rolling
reduction on the optimal value of asymmetry coefficient. Three ranges of layer thickness, with
particular attention on participation of the plating layer were taken into account in the work.
In all cases both the increase of the rolling reduction and the hard layer thickness causes an
increase in searching area for optimum-value of the asymmetry ratio. As was mentioned
earlier, the optimal asymmetry ratio is the ratio of rotational speed of rolls VG/VD, for which
the straight band can be obtained.

4. CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of the computer simulations it can be stated that:

− with increase of the hard layer ratio and the value of relative rolling reduction, is necessary to
introduce greater asymmetry of the rotational speed of rolls to obtain the straight bimetallic plate,
− the curvature of bimetallic plate depends on process parameters; in case when hard layer ratio
was lower the optimal conditions of the process were easier to find; in other cases a bigger failure
of this regularity was observed,
− with increasing value of the roll radius factor, H/R, the region of searching for an optimum
reduces, which indicates that sheets of increased thickness show less sensitivity to bending
upon flowing out from the roll gap,
− with increasing layer thickness ration, HT/HM, the band curvature increases and the
uniformity of deformation of bimetal sheet layers decreases.
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